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Courts.
(i.) Petty sessions. The courts of petty sessions are not merely the
foundation of the English judicial system, but also exhibit that nice
balance between statutory dudes and their voluntary performance,
between local autonomy and central control, between the amateur
and the professional, which is characteristic of our English system
of government.
These courts consist, for each petty sessional division, of a body of
unpaid justices of the peace appointed by the Lord Chancellor on
local recommendation. This is given in the city of Oxford and the
borough of Abingdon by an advisory committee and in the counties
of Oxfordshire and Berkshire by the lord-lieutenant of the county
assisted by an advisory committee. These committees are nominated
by the Lord Chancellor and their composition is a closely guarded
secret. The object of this secrecy is to avoid canvassing and wire-
pulling. At the same time, it is sometimes said that these committees
tend to favour the appointment of justices of certain political views,
or who are partial to certain interests, and it is possible that the
advantages of greater publicity would outweigh the disadvantages.
Justices of the peace are not required to have any legal knowledge
as a qualification for taking office. Their appointment, however, is
for life (except ex-officio justices who are appointed for the tenure of
their office), so that they inay in time acquire legal knowledge from
experience and under the guidance of the clerk of the court, who is
usually selected from among practising solicitors and whose most
important duty is to conduct the justices along the slippery paths of
the law. The courts in each division hold regular sessions ranging in
frequency from once per fortnight to two or three times per week,
and in addition hold special sessions from time to time. The field of
selection is, therefore, to some extent limited by the difficulty of find-
ing suitable persons who have the time to attend with adequate
frequency, and thus the large majority of justices belong to the land-
owning, trading, and professional classes. There are a number of
ex-officio justices; in Oxford and Abingdon the mayor, the ex-mayor
(for one year), and the recorder are ex-offitio justices for these areas.
In Oxfordshire and Berkshire the county court judge, the vice-
chancellor of the university of Oxford, the chairmen of the county
councils, and of rural and urban district councils, the mayors
of Woodstock and Abingdon,1 and any High Court judges and
1 At Woodstock and Abingdon the ex-mayor may sit in judgement for one year
upon offences committed in their respective boroughs only. Neither has been in-
cluded in the ex-officio column in Table 56 below, as in 1936 the ex-mayor of Woodstock

